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TRANSACTIONS OF THE 
AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY 
Volume 341, Number 1, January 1994 

THE STRUCTURE OF HYPERFINITE BOREL 
EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 

R. DOUGHERTY, S. JACKSON, AND A. S. KECHRIS 

ABSTRACT. We study the structure of the equivalence relations induced by the 
orbits of a single Borel automorphism on a standard Borel space. We show that 
any two such equivalence relations which are not smooth, i.e., do not admit 
Borel selectors, are Borel embeddable into each other. (This utilizes among 
other things work of Effros and Weiss.) Using this and also results of Dye, 
Varadarajan, and recent work of Nadkami, we show that the cardinality of 
the set of ergodic invariant measures is a complete invariant for Borel isomor- 
phism of aperiodic nonsmooth such equivalence relations. In particular, since 
the only possible such cardinalities are the finite ones, countable infinity, and 
the cardinality of the continuum, there are exactly countably infinitely many 
isomorphism types. Canonical examples of each type are also discussed. 

This paper is a contribution to the study of Borel equivalence relations on 
standard Borel spaces. We concentrate here on the study of the hyperfinite ones. 
These are by definition the increasing unions of sequences of Borel equivalence 
relations with finite equivalence classes but equivalently they can be also de- 
scribed as the ones induced by the orbits of a single Borel automorphism. They 
include therefore a great variety of examples, some of them discussed in ?6. For 
instance, the equivalence relations: Eo on 2N (where xEoy iff x, y are even- 
tually equal, i.e., 3nVm > n(xm =Ym)), Et on 2N (where xEty iff x, y have 
equal tails, i.e., 3n3mVk(xn+k = Ym+k)), E(Z, 2) on 2z (where xE(Z, 2)y 
iff x is a shift of y), E, on the unit circle TF (where a E Tr and xEay iff 
x is the rotation of y by na, n E Z), E(R/Q) on JR (the Vitali equivalence 
relation, i.e., xE(R/IQ)y iff x -y VE Q), are all hyperfinite. 

Our main results in this paper provide a classification of hyperfinite Borel 
equivalence relations under two different notions of equivalence. The weaker 
one, which we call bi-embeddability, is the following: Given hyperfinite Borel 
equivalence relations E, F (on X, Y resp.) we say that E embeds into F, 
in symbols E C F, if there is a Borel injection f: X -* Y such that xEy X 

f(x)Ff (y) . Then E, F are bi-embeddable, in symbols E F, if E C F and 
F C E. As it turns out, except for the trivial class of smooth relations, i.e., 
those having Borel selectors, any two hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations are 
bi-embeddable; i.e., we have 
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194 R. DOUGHERTY, S. JACKSON, AND A. S. KECHRIS 

Theorem 1. Let E, F be nonsmooth hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations. 
Then E%F. 

The strong notion of equivalence that we consider next is that of Borel iso- 
morphism, where E, F (on X, Y resp.) are Borel isomorphic, in symbols 
E - F, if there is a Borel bijection f: X - Y with xEy X f(x)Ff(y). By 
using Theorem 1 and recent work of Nadkarni [N2], as well as some classical 
results in ergodic theory, such as Dye's Theorem and the Ergodic Decomposi- 
tion Theorem, we are able to classify completely hyperfinite Borel equivalence 
relations up to Borel isomorphism. For the nontrivial case of the aperiodic ones, 
i.e. those containing no finite equivalence classes, this works as follows: 

Theorem 2. Let E be an aperiodic, nonsmooth hyperfinite Borel equivalence 
relation. Then E is Borel isomorphic to exactly one of thefollowing. Et, Eo x 
A(n) (the product of Eo with the equality relation on n elements) for 1 < n < 
t0, E*(7Z, 2) (the restriction of E(Z, 2) to the aperiodic points of 2z). 

This theorem is equivalent to the following result providing a complete in- 
variant for Borel isomorphism. Given a hyperfinite Borel equivalence relation 
E on X, induced by a Borel automorphism T, we say that a probability mea- 
sure ,u on X is E-invariant if it is T-invariant and E-ergodic if it is T-ergodic 
(i.e. every T-invariant set has measure 0 or 1). It is easy to check that this def- 
inition does not depend on T. Denote by Go(E) the space of nonatomic (this 
is unnecessary if E is aperiodic), E-invariant, ergodic measures. Then we have 

Theorem 2'. The cardinal number card(Fo(E)) is a complete invariant for Borel 
isomorphism of aperiodic, nonsmooth hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations, i.e. 
for any two such E, F, 

E _ F X card(Fo(E)) = card(Fo(F)). 

This was conjectured by M. G. Nadkarni (see [CN2]), who proved first in 
[N3] the case when card(Fo(E)) = card(Fo(F)) is countable, by using his result 
in [N2] and Theorem 1. 

This paper is organized as follows. In ? 1 we discuss in general countable 
(i.e., having countable equivalence classes) Borel equivalence relations, review 
a representation result of Feldman-Moore [FM], and discuss some of its con- 
sequences. In ?2, we study the well-known notion of compressibility that plays 
an important role in the sequel. In ?? 3 and 4 we present some basic facts about 
invariant and quasi-invariant measures. The notion of hyperfinite Borel equiv- 
alence relation is discussed in ?5, and in ?6 various examples are presented. In 
?7, we prove Theorem 1 and some of its consequences. The hyperfiniteness of 
tail equivalence relations is established in ?8. The classification Theorems 2 
and 2' are proved in ?9, and ? 10 deals with an illustrative class of examples- 
the Lipschitz automorphisms of 2N . Finally, ? 11 collects miscellaneous facts 
related to the results in this paper and other work in the literature. 

There are several interesting open problems concerning hyperfiniteness. For 
example: 

(1) Is the increasing union of a sequence of hyperfinite Borel equivalence 
relations hyperfinite? 

(2) (Weiss) Is an equivalence relation induced by a Borel action of a countable 
amenable (or even abelian) group hyperfinite? (This is known to be true for the 
groups Zn-Weiss.) 
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HYPERFINITE BOREL EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 195 

(3) Is the notion of hyperfiniteness effective, i.e., if E is a Al hyperfinite 
equivalence relation on 2N, is E induced by a Al automorphism of 2N? 

There is an extensive literature on the subject of countable Borel equivalence 
relations in a measure theoretic framework, as it relates to both ergodic the- 
ory and the theory of operator algebras. The reader can consult the surveys 
C. C. Moore [Mo] and K. Schmidt [S2] about this. There is also some recent 
work in the Baire category framework; see Sullivan-Weiss-Wright [SWW]. In the 
descriptive set theoretic Borel context that we are interested in, relevant to us 
here is the work of Weiss [W2, W3], Chaube-Nadkarni [CNI, CN2], Nadkami 
[Ni, N2, N3], Wagh [Wa] as well as [Ki, K2, K3], while further references 
can be found in the bibliography of these papers. Finally, for standard results 
in classical descriptive set theory that we use in this paper, see [Ku] or [Mos]. 
(Two particular such results that are used often below are: The image of a Borel 
set under a countable-to-I Borel function is Borel [Mos, 4F.6]; a G3 subset of 
a Polish space is Polish [Ku, ?33, VI.) 

In conclusion, we would like to thank both B. Weiss and M. G. Nadkami, 
for helpful discussions and correspondence on the subject matter of this paper. 

1. COUNTABLE BOREL EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 

Let X be a standard Borel space, i.e. a set equipped with a a-algebra (its 
Borel sets) which is Borel isomorphic to the a-algebra of the Borel sets in a 
Polish space. A Borel equivalence relation E on X is an equivalence relation 
which is Borel as a subset of X2 (with the product Borel structure). For each 
Borel subset Y C X we denote by E [ Y := E n y2 the restriction of E to Y. 

We want to consider some basic comparability relations among Borel equiv- 
alence relations. 

Let (X, E), (X', F') be two Borel equivalence relations. 
(i) We say that E is (Borel) reducible to E', in symbols E < E', iff there is 

Borel f: X -* X' such that E = f-1[E'], i.e., xEy X f(x)E'f(y). Any such 
reducing map f induces an injection f: X/E -* X'/E' of the quotient spaces 
given by f([X]E) = [f(X)]E' where [X]E denotes the E-equivalence class of 
x . We also use E * F' *.:4 E < E' A E' < E for the bi-reducibility relation. 

(ii) We say that E is (Borel) embeddable in E', in symbols E C E', if E 
is reducible to E' by an injective Borel map. We also use E E' :x F E 
E' A E' C E ffor the bi-embeddability relation. 

If we denote by E - E' the relation of (Borel) isomorphism between E 
and E', i.e. the existence of a Borel bijection f: X -* X' such that xEy X 
f (x)E'f (y) , then it is clear (since a Borel injective image of a Borel set is Borel) 
that 

E C E' X 3 Borel Y C X'(E - E' [ Y). 

(iii) Finally, we say that E is (Bore!) invariantly embeddable to E', in sym- 
bols E ci E' if E - E' [ Y, where Y is a Borel subset of X' invariant under 
E' (i.e., y E Y, zE'y =E z E Y). By the usual Schroeder-Bernstein argument, 

E E' X E ci E' A E' LIi E. 

Our primary goal here is to study countable Borel equivalence relations, i.e., 
Borel equivalence relations E for which every equivalence class [X]E iS count- 
able. 
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196 R. DOUGHERTY, S. JACKSON, AND A. S. KECHRIS 

Let G be a countable group and X a standard Borel space. A Borel action 
is an action (g, x) g-* g.x of G on X (i.e. a map from G x X into X 
satisfying 1lx=x, gh.x=g.(h.x)) suchthatforeach g, g(x):=g.x is 
Borel (thus a Borel automorphism of X) . This is the same thing as saying that 
(g, x) |-4 g * x is Borel from G x X into X, with G given the discrete Borel 
structure (and the product has as usual the product Borel structure). Given a 
Borel action of G on X, we denote by EG the induced equivalence relation 

xEGY X 3g E G(y = g * x). 

This is clearly a countable Borel equivalence relation on X. Conversely we 
have 

Theorem 1.1 (Feldman-Moore [FM]). Let E be a countable Borel equivalence 
relation on a standard Borel space X. Then there are a countable group G and 
a Borel action of G on X such that E = EG. 

We would like to mention first some consequences of this result. 
Given any standard Borel space X and a countable group G, denote by XG 

the set of maps from G into X with the usual product Borel structure. (If 
card(G) = n, with n < t0, then XG is Borel isomorphic to Xn.) There is a 
canonical Borel action of G on XG given by g * p(h) = p(g- lh) for p E XG, 
g E G. We denote by E(G, X) the corresponding equivalence relation. This 
equivalence relation, for X = 2N, is invariantly universal among all EG in the 
following sense. 

Proposition 1.2. Let G be a countable group and EG the equivalence relation 
induced by a Borel G-action on X. Then EG ci E(G, 2N). 

Proof. Let { Ui}iEN be a sequence of Borel sets in X separating points. Define 
f: X - (2N)G by 

f(x)(g)(i) = 1 X g1 *x E Ui. 
Then f is injective. Moreover g.f(x) = f(g.x) so f maps X onto an invari- 
ant Borel subset Y of (2N)G and shows, in particular, that EG- E(G, 2N) 
Y. O 

By taking G = Fc,,, the free group with countably infinitely many generators, 
we obtain 

Proposition 1.3. Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation. Then E ci 
E(FW, 2N). 

Concerning the embeddability relation C, one can obtain some tighter re- 
sults. Let us note the following propositions. 

Proposition 1.4. Suppose G is a homomorphic image of H. Then E(G, X) E' 

E(H, X). 

Proof. If 7z: H -* G is an onto homomorphism, define p E XG ) p* E XH by 
p*(h) = p(7rh). Then h *p* (7rh p)*, so this map shows that E(G, X) ci 
E(H, X). 5 

Proposition 1.5. If G C H (i.e., G is a subgroup of H), then E(G, X) 5 
E(H, X). 
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Proof. Define p E XG - p* E XH by 

p*(h)= { (h), ifhEG, 
xo0, if h ~G, 

where xo is some fixed element of X. o 

Proposition 1.6. E(G, 2z-{O}) C E(G x Z, 3). 

Proof. Define p e (2z-{o})G - p* E 3GxZ by 

p* (g, n) ={p(g) (n), if n 70, 
2~~ if n = 0. 

Then q = g * p =- q* = (g, 0) *p*. Conversely if q* = (g, n) . p* and 
n = 0 then q = g . p. If n $0 O, then q*(go, no) = p*(g-lgo, no - n), so 
q(go)(n) = q*(go, n) =p*(g-lgo, 0) = 2, a contradiction. o 

Proposition 1.7. E(G, 3) C E(G x Z2, 2). 

Proof. View 0 as encoded by 00, 1 by 01, and 2 by 11. Define p E 3G - p* E 
2GxZ2 by 

p*(g,i)0=, ifp(g)=O, 
=0, ifp(g)=1,i=0, 
=1, ifp(g)=1,i=1, 
= 1 , if p(g) = 2. 

If q = g.p , then q* = (g, 0)p* . Conversely, if q* = (g, i).p* and i = 0, then 
q = gp . If i = I and q(go) = I forsome go, then q*(gO, 0) = 0, q*(gO, 1) = 
1 but q*(go, i) = p*(g-lgo, 1 + i), thus p*(g-lgo, 0) = q*(go, 1) = 1, so 
p(g-lgo) = 2, while p*(g-lgo, 1) = q*(go, 0) = 0, a contradiction. So we 
must have that q e {0, 2}G in which case it is easy to see that q = g * p. O 

Letting Fn := the free group with n generators, we have now from the 
preceding results that E(F2, 2) is universal among all countable Borel E in 
the following sense. 

Proposition 1.8. Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation. Then E F- 
E(F2, 2). 

Proof. We have 

E CI E(F,,, 2N), by Proposition 1.3 

-E(F,,, 2z-{0}) 

C E(F2, 2z-{O}0), by Proposition 1.5 

(as F,, is embeddable in F2) 
C E(F2 x Z, 3), by Proposition 1.6 
E: E(F2 x Z x Z2, 2), by Proposition 1.7 
E: E(F, 2), by Proposition 1.4 
E E(F2, 2), by Proposition 1.5. [1 
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198 R. DOUGHERTY, S. JACKSON, AND A. S. KECHRIS 

We do not know whether every countable Borel E is of the form EF2, or, 
even more, whether E ci E(F2, 2) (see however Proposition 2.4 for an affir- 
mative answer in a special case). 

2. COMPRESSIBILITY 

Given a countable Borel equivalence relation E on X, we denote by [[E]] 
the set of Borel bijections f: A -* B with A, B Borel subsets of X, which 
have the property that Vx E A (f(x)Ex). Note that f: A -* B belongs to 
[[E]] iff, for any countable group G with E = EG, there are Borel partitions 
A = UiENAi, B = UiENBi and gi E G with gi[Ai] = Bi and gi = f on Ai. 

For Borel sets A, B C X we let now A - B : 3f E [[EF]](f: A -* B). This 
means that for any E-equivalence class C, if AC = A n C, Bc = Bn C, there 
is a 1-1 correspondence of AC with Bc depending in a "uniform Borel" way 
on C. Let also 

A -< B .: 3 Borel B' C B(A - B'). 

Note that by the usual Schroeder-Bernstein argument 

A - B X A -< AB -A < A. 

We discuss now the notion of compressibility of an equivalence relation aris- 
ing in the measure theoretic aspects of this subject in the Hopf Theorem (see 
e.g. Weiss [WI] or Friedman [Fr]) and studied extensively in the Borel context 
in Nadkarni [Ni, N2], Chaube-Nadkarni [CNI, CN2]. 

Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation on X. We call E com- 
pressible if there is Borel A C X with X - A such that X\A is full (or a 
complete section), i.e., meets every E-equivalence class. This just means that 
each E-equivalence class can be mapped into a proper subset of itself in a uni- 
form Borel way, i.e., every equivalence class is Dedekind infinite in a uniform 
Borel way. We have the following useful reformulations of compressibility. 

Proposition 2.1. Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation on X. Then 
the following are equivalent: 

(1) E is compressible. 
(2) There is a pairwise disjoint sequence {A, } offull Borel sets with A, - Am 

for all n, m. 
(3) X is E-paradoxical, where a Borel subset A C X is E-paradoxical if 

there are disjoint Borel B, C C A with A - B and A - C. 
Proof. (1) = (2). Let f: X - B, f E [[E]] with X\B = A full. Put A,= 
fn[A]. 

(2) = (3). Let f,: Ao - An, f E[[E]] and let E = EG, where G= {g } 
is a countable group. Define N: X - N by 

N(x) = least n such that g, * x E Ao 

(this exists since Ao is full). Clearly N is Borel. Define now ho, h1 on X by 

ho(x) = f2N(x)(gN(x) * x), hi(x) = f2N(x)+1(gN(x) *X) 

If ho[X] = B, h1[X] = C then clearly ho: X - B, h1: X -* C are in [[E]] 
and so X - B, X - C. But also B n C = 0 and we are done. 

(3) =, (1). If f: X -? B is in [[E]] and g: X -? C is in [[E]] with 
B n C = 0, then clearly C and thus X\B is full, so E is compressible. El 
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We call now a Borel subset A C X compressible if E [ A is compressible. A 
well-known basic fact (see [Ni, 5.7]) about compressible sets is the following. 

Proposition 2.2. Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation on X and 
A C X a Borel set. If A is compressible, then A - [AlE where 

[AlE = {x E X: 3y[y vE A A xEy]} 

is the E-saturation of A. In particular, [AlE is also compressible. 
Proof. By Schroeder-Bernstein it is enough to show [AlE -< A. By 2.1, let {A,} 
be pairwise disjoint Borel subsets of A full for E [ A and thus for E [ [AlE, 
with A, - Am. Then exactly as in the proof of (2) =m (3) of 2.1 (applied with 
X = [A]E), we have that [A]E -< Un A, C A. El 

This has the following immediate corollary. 

Proposition 2.3. Let E, F be countable Borel equivalence relations. Then, if E 
is compressible and E E: F, we have E Eli F. In particular, for compressible 
E, F: E F X E F. 
Proof. Let F E F, so that E _ F [ A, A a Borel set. Then A is compressible 
(for F) . So A - [A]F, thus E -_ F [ A -_ F [ [A]F, i. e., E -i F .a 

Another corollary is the following. 

Proposition 2.4. Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation. If E is com- 
pressible, then E Ei E(F2, 2) and so in particular E is inauced by an action of 
F2 . 

We will provide now some further equivalents of compressibility. For each 
set Q, let I(Q) := Q x Q be the largest equivalence relation on Q. Put 
I,z := I(N) . For equivalence relations E on X and F on Y, E x F denotes 
the product (on X x Y) where 

(x, y)E x F(x', y') :~ xEx' A yFy'. 

Call an equivalence relation E aperiodic if every E-equivalence class is infinite. 
Finally, call a Borel equivalence relation E on X smooth if there is a Borel 
function f: X -* Y (Y some standard Borel space) with xEy X f (x) = f(y), 
i.e. E < A(Y), where A(Q) := the equality on Q. For countable Borel E, this 
is equivalent to the existence of a Borel selector, i.e., a Borel function S: X -* X 
with xEy => S(x) = S(y), S(x)Ex. 

As usual, E C F means that E is a subequivalence relation of F (i.e. 
xEy =E xFy). 

Proposition 2.5. Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation. Then the 
following are equivalent: 

(1) E is compressible, 
(2) E _ E xI, 
(3) there is a smooth aperiodic Borel equivalence relation F C E. 

Proof. (1) = (2). Clearly E _ (ExI) (X x {O}) and so E _ (E xI) 
[XX {O}XIExI, = E x I, by 2.3. 

(2) => (3). It is enough to show that (3) holds for ExI . Define F C ExIo 
by (x,n)F(y,m)i?tx=Y. 
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(3) => (1). Note that, since F admits a Borel selector and each F-equiv- 
alence class is infinite, F is compressible. But it is also straightforward to check 
that if F is compressible and F C E, then E is compressible. O 

Note that in (3) => (1), one only uses the following: F C E, F is smooth 
Borel and every E-equivalence class contains an infinite F-equivalence class. 

For each set Q, Eo(Q) is the equivalence relation on QN given by 
xEo(Q)y :4 3nVm > n(xm = Yin). 

We let Eo := Eo(2). We also denote by Et(Q) the equivalence relation on UN 
given by 

xEt(Q)y :4?: 3n3mVk(Xn+k = Ym+k) 

and let again Et := Et(2). 
Consider then the following examples of compressible E: 
(a) Let X - NN and E = Eo(N). To see that E is compressible, note 

that F C E, where xFy :4 x' = y', with x' = (xI, x2,...) if x = 

(X0, XI, X2, ...) 

(b) Let X = 2N and E = Et. Again E is compressible since F C E, where 
xFy :4?, [x, y are eventually equal to 1] V [x = I ^O^x' A y = lm Oy' with 
XI = Y'I. 

We can also use the present ideas to provide some alternative characteriza- 
tions of the notion of bi-reducibility E * F introduced in ? 1. 

We call two Borel equivalence relations E, F stably isomorphic, in symbols 
E _5 F if there are Borel sets A, B full for E, F resp., such that E [ A 
F [B. 

We then have 

Proposition 2.6. Let E, F be countable Borel equivalence relations on X, Y 
resp. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) E* F, 
(2) E _s F, 
(3) E x -_ F x Io. 

Proof. (3) = (2). Let f: X x N -* Y x N be a Borel isomorphism of E x 
I,,, FxI . Put A={xeX :3n3y(f(x,n)=(y,O))}. For xeA,let 
N(x) = least n with 3y[f(x, n) = (y, 0)]. Put g(x) = the unique y with 
f(x, N(x)) = (y, 0). Clearly g is Borel injective. Let g[A] = B. Clearly 
A, B are full and g shows that E [ A F [ B. 

(2)X=(1). Let A,B beBorelfullwith E [A F [B via f. Let E=EG 
with G = {gn } a countable group. Define for each x E X, N(x) = least n 
with gn *x E A and g: X - Y by g(x) = f(gN(X) *x). Then g is Borel and 
reduces E to F, thus E < F. Similarly F < E, so E * F. 

(1) => (3). Suppose f: X -* Y reduces E to F and g: Y -) X reduces F 
to E. Let f: X/E -* Y/F be the induced injection given by f([XIE) = [f(x)IF 
and similarly for g: Y/F -* X/E. By Schroeder-Bernstein applied to f, g, 
we can partition X into E-invariant Borel sets A, B and Y into F-invariant 
Borel sets C, D such that f maps A/E onto C/F and k maps D/F onto 
B/E. Therefore f[A] is full in C and g[D] is full in B. Note that since 
f, g are countable-to-i, f[A], g[D] are Borel sets. 

We will show that (E x Io) [(B x N) (F x Io) [D', where D' is Borel 
full in D x N, and (F x Io) [(C x N) _ (E x Io) [A', where A' is Borel 
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full in A x N. Since E x Io, F x Io are compressible, this will imply that 
(E x I) [ (B x N) _ (F x Io) [(D x N) and (F x Io) [(C x N) _ (E x Io) 
(A x N), so E X "- F x I . 

Let us work with (F x Io) [ (C x N), the other case being similar. Let 
(F x Io) = EH, with H = {h,} a countable group. Given z E C x N, let N(z) 
be the least n with hn * z = (y, 0) and y E f[A]. Put hN(Z) * z = (p(z), 0), 
p Borel. Let f*: f[A] -* A be Borel with f(f* (y)) = y, which exists since 
f is countable-to-i. Finally put q(z) = (f*(p(z)), N(z)). Then q is a Borel 
injection, A' = q[C x N] is full in A x N, and q shows that (F x Io) [(C x N) _ 
(E x Ioo) [ A'l. 5 

We close this section with the following question: 
Let E, F be aperiodic countable Borel equivalence relations. If E * F, is 

it true that E F ? 
Note that this is equivalent to asking whether E x Ioo E E for all aperiodic 

E. A counterexample could be provided, for example, by finding a property 
9(E) of aperiodic countable Borel equivalence relations, which is preserved 
under restriction (i.e. 9(E) => Y(E [ A)) but not extension from a full subset 
(i.e., 9(E [ A) does not necessarily imply 0(E), whenever A is full for E). 

3. INVARIANT AND QUASI-INVARIANT MEASURES 

Let X be a standard Borel space. By a measure on X we will always mean a 
a-finite Borel measure on X. If p, is a measure on X and ,u(X) < o0 we call 
p, finite; if ,u(X) = 1, ,p is a probability measure. For any Borel f: X -Y 
we define f,u to be the measure f4u(A) = 4u(f- [A]). 

For any measures ,u, v on X, p << v means that p, is absolutely continu- 
ous to v (i.e., v(A) = 0 = ,u(A) =0) , and we let 

,u v :Xu?v<<vAv?<<u. 

This is an equivalence relation on measures, whose equivalence classes [,u] (or 
just [u]) are called measure classes. Note that for any ,u there is a probability 
measure v with v E [u]. A measure ,u is orthogonal to v, in symbols ,u I v, 
if there is a Borel partition X = A U B with ,u(A) = v(B) = 0. 

Now let G be a countable group acting in a Borel way on X. A measure ,u 
is called G-invariant if g*u = ,u (here g*u is the measure gyu for g(x) = g*x 
so that g . u(A) = u(g-1 A)) and G-quasi-invariant if g r,u. 

Suppose now E is a countable Borel equivalence relation on X and ,u a 
measure on X. We call ,u E-invariant if ,u is G-invariant for any G acting 
in a Borel way on X with E = EG. It is easy to see that this property is 
independent of G and is equivalent to either of the properties below: 

(1) If f E [[E]], f: A B, then A(A) = A(B). 
(2) If f E [[E]], f: X X, then fu = j. 
With the preceding notation, we call ,u E-quasi-invariant, if for any G with 

E = EG, ,u is G-quasi-invariant. Again it is easy to see that this is independent 
of G and equivalent to the following properties: 

(1) For any Borel A C X if ,u(A) = 0 then y([AIE) = 0. 
(2) If f E [[E]], f: A - B and ,(A) = O, then ,u(B) = O. 
A measure ,u on X is caled E-ergodic if, for any Borel invariant A, ,u(A) = 

0 or ,u(X\A) = 0. It is called E-nonatomic if Yu([xIE) = 0 for each E- 
equivalence class [XIE, i.e., ,u({x}) = 0 for each point x. 
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Let us notice first a few simple facts: 

Proposition 3.1. Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation and ,u a mea- 
sure. Then there is an E-quasi-invariant measure ,u* such that: 

(1) If A is Borel E-invariant, then ,u(A) = ,u*(A). 
(2) If ,u is E-ergodic, so is ,u*. 
(3) ,u* is a least, in the sense of <<, measure such that ,u* is E-quasi- 

invariant and ,u ?,u*. 
Proof. Let E EG with G = {gi, g2, ... }. First, we claim that we can write 
X (the space on which E lives) as X = Un A, , with A, Borel, such that for all 
i, 1u(gi * An) < oc. To prove this, call a Borel set A C X nice if lu([AIE) > 0 
and 4u(gi * A) < oc, for all i. We claim that nice sets exist: Indeed, fix a 
Borel set B with oo > ,u(B) > 0 . Then write gi j B = Un Bi, , where the sets 
Bi,n are Borel, increasing with n and 4u(Bi,n) < o0. For each i, fix n = n(i) 
such that 4u(g-1 *Bi,n) > ,u(B) - 1u(B)/2'+2. Put A = ni gi1 Bi,n(i) . Then 
,u(A) > O, so ,y([A]E) > O, and gi * A C Bi, n(i , so ,u(gi * A) < oo . By a simple 
exhaustion argument now, we can find a sequence Ci of nice Borel sets with 
Ui[Ci] = X. Let {An} = {gj * Ci} . 

Fix now such a sequence {A"} and choose a sequence {ai} of positive reals 
such that a = Za1 < o0 and Ea Ri u(gi * An) <00, for all n . Define then ,u* 
by 

A*(A) = a-1 , aiu(gi * A). 

Clearly u << ,u* and (1), (2) hold. For (3), assume u << v and v is E- 
quasi-invariant. We will show that u* << v: For any Borel A C X, v(A) = 
Oi VgeG(v(g.A)=O)= >VgEG(f(g.A)=O)= 4u*(A)=O. 5 

Proposition 3.2. Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation and A C X a 
full Borel set. Let ,u be a measure on A which is E [ A-invariant. Then there 
is a unique E-invariant measure v on X with v(B) = ,u(B) for all Borel sets 
B C A. If ,u is nonatomic or ergodic (for E [ A), so is v (for E). 

(In general, v will not be finite even if ,u is.) 

Proof. Let E = EG, G = {go, g1, . .. } a countable group, with go = 1 . Put 
Ai = gi * A, Bi = Ai\ Uj<i Aj, so that {Bi} is a Borel partition of X. Put 

00 

v(B) = ,,u(g-1 * (B n Bi)). 
i=O 

Clearly v(B) = ,u(B), for B C A (= Ao = Bo). 
To see that v is E-invariant, note that, if for Borel B C X, g E G we 

define 
Bi,k = {x E BnBi: g X E Bk}, 

then {Bi,k} is a Borel partition of B. So to show v(B) = v(g * B), it is 
enough to show that v (Bi, k) = v (g * Bi k) . Equivalently, assume that B C Bi 
and g * B C Bk . Now v(B) =u(gi-1 * B) and v(g * B) = 4(gk- g * B). Define 
h: g-1 .B -* gj1g.B by h = g-1ggi [g71 *B, so that h E [[E [ A]]. Thus by 
the E [ A-invariance of ,u we have #u(g71 * B) = .(g- g * B) and we are done. 
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Assume now ,u is nonatomic. Then clearly so is v. If ,u is ergodic, let 
B C X be E-invariant. Then A n B is E [A-invariant. Say ,u(A n B) = 0. 
Then v(A n B) = 0, SO v([A n B]E) = v(B) = 0. Similarly if ,u(A\B) = 0. O 

Proposition 3.3. Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation and A C X 
a full Borel set. Let ,u be a probability measure on A which is E [ A-quasi- 
invariant. Then there is a probability measure v on X such that v is E-quasi- 
invariant and v(B) = v(A) * ,u(B) for all Borel sets B C A. If ,u is nonatomic 
or ergodic (for E [ A), so is v (for E). 

Proof. Let E = EG, G ={g}, go = 1 . Define Ai, Bi as in 3.2 and put 
00 

v(B) = c,,1: 2-i I(g-' *(B n Bi)) 
i=O 

for B C X Borel, where c,1 is a positive constant such that v (X) = 1. It 'is 
easy to check that v(B) = v(A) * ,u(B), for B C A. 

We will check next that v is E-quasi-invariant. Let B C X be Borel with 
v(B) = 0; we will show that v([BIE) = 0. We can assume that B C Bi for 
some i. Since [BIE = [g7.1 * BIE, it suffices to show that 

C C A Borel Ay (C)= O A v([C]E) = O 

For that it is enough again to show that Yu(g71 *([C]EfnBj)) = 0 for each j. But 

gj1 * ([C]E n Bj) C [CIErA, and 1u([CIErA) = 0 by the E [A-quasi-invariance 
of ,u. 

If ,u is nonatomic, clearly so is v. If ,u is E [ A-ergodic, then v is E- 
ergodic as in 3.2. o 

In particular (from 3.2), if E E F and E has an invariant (nonatomic, 
ergodic) measure, then so does F. 

We now have the following result which is a special case of the theorem in 
Harrington-Kechris-Louveau [HKL], but was already proved earlier in Effros 
[El, E2] and Weiss [W2]. 

Theorem 3.4 (Effros [El, E2], Weiss [W2]). Let E be a countable Borel equiv- 
alence relation. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) E is not smooth; 
(2) Eo EE; 
(3) E admits a nonatomic, ergodic, (quasi-)invariant measure. 

Since it is easy to check that every smooth countable Borel E on an un- 
countable space X admits a nonatomic invariant measure, it follows that every 
countable Borel equivalence relation E on an uncountable space X admits a 
nonatomic invariant measure. 

Not every countable Borel equivalence relation admits a finite invariant mea- 
sure. It is clear that if E is compressible it cannot admit such a measure. The 
following basic result of Nadkarni shows that this is the only obstruction and 
provides a fundamental relation between compressibility and existence of finite 
invariant measures. 

Theorem 3.5 (Nadkarni [N2]). Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation. 
Then the following are equivalent: 
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(1) E is not compressible, 
(2) E admits an invariant probability measure. 

(In [N2], this is stated and proved only for hyperfinite E (see ?5), but the 
proof can be easily generalized to arbitrary countable E.) 

?4. THE SPACES OF INVARIANT AND QUASI-INVARIANT MEASURES 

Let X be a standard Borel space. Denote by X'(X) the space of probability 
measures on X equipped with the Borel structure generated by the maps p I, 
,u(A), where A c X is Borel. This is a standard Borel space (see, e.g., [Va]). If 
now E is a countable Borel equivalence relation on X, put 

goi(E) ={u E X'(X): ,u is E-invariant and nonatomic}, 
g'o(E) l{u E O _J(E): ,u is E-ergodic}. 

Then gJo(E), Go(E) are Borel subsets of AX(X) (see again [Va]). Let also 

d'o(E) := {,u E X(X): ,u is E-quasi-invariant and nonatomic}, 
e@fo(E) :={ E dgo(E): ,u is E-ergodic}. 

Again 1Jo(E) is Borel, a fact which can be seen as follows: Since any two 
uncountable Borel spaces are Borel isomorphic, we can assume that X =2N. 
Let {C"} be an enumeration of the clopen subsets of 2N. Then if E = EG, 
with G = {go, g1, . .. I}, we have that a probability measure ,u on 2N is in 
dJo(E) iff (1) ViVn3mVj[u(Cj) < 1/(m + 1) = 1u(gi * Cj) < 1/(n + 1)] and 
(2) Vn3j, ... I***k[{QC, * *, Cjk} is a partition of 2N and 4u(Cj1) < 1 /(n + 1 ), 
1 < p < k]. Although we do not need it, it can be shown that e'o(E) is also 
Borel. (This has been proved by A. Ditzen, using the result in [KP] and the 
method of [Va, Theorem 4.1].) 

We will discuss go, o (for hyperfinite E) in ?9. Here we want to say a 
few things about d9, d' . Clearly both of these are --invariant (where - is 
equivalence of measures). For nonsmooth E, r on dYo(E) is quite compli- 
cated. The fact below strengthens results in Krieger [Kr2] and Katznelson-Weiss 
[KW]. 

Proposition 4.1. Let E be a nonsmooth countable Borel equivalence relation. 
Then there is a Borel injection F: 2N - X((X) with range(F) C dTo(E) and 
xEoy X F(x) - F(y). 
Proof. Since E is not smooth, we have by 3.4 that there is a Borel injection 
f: 2N -- X with xEoy X f(x)Ef(y) . 

For each ,I E J6(2N), let f4u E X (X) be its image under f . So f4u is a 
measure on f[2N] = A. Applying 3.3 to f4u (with X = [AlE there), we can 
define an injective Borel map g: dJo(Eo) -* dJo(E) such that g[dTo(Eo)] C 
d'o(E) and u - v X g(,u) - g(v) . So it is enough to show that there is a Borel 
injection h: 2N -'(2N) with range(h) C d'o(Eo) and xEoy X h(x) - h(y) . 
This follows easily by a standard argument applying a result of Kakutani (see, 
e.g., [HS, 22.38]). For each x E 2N, let x,u be the product measure on 2N, 
where for x(n) = 0 the nth coordinate is given the (I1/2, 1/2) measure, while 
for x(n) = 1 it is given the (3/4, 1/4) measure. Then xEoy X Ax - j y 
It is easy to check that x,u is Eo-quasi-invariant and is well known that it is 
Eo-ergodic (see, e.g., [GM, 6.4.6]). Put h(x) = Ax*. ? 
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Finally we verify that the structure of dJo(E), e'o(E) modulo - depends 
only on the stable isomorphism type of E (recall _5 and 2.6 here). 

Proposition 4.2. Let E, F be countable Borel equivalence relations on the spaces 
X, Y resp. If E _5 F, then there are Borel maps D: dJo(E) d-Jo(F) and 
T: Jo(F) -* 'Jo(E) such that ,u << v X F(Du) << ? (v), ,u I v X F(jt) I 
@D(v) and similarly for TI, and TP(1(Di)) -u, F(DP(Ti)) - u. Thus (D induces 
a bijection F: d'Jo(E)/ - d6Jo(F)/ with inverse 'P. Moreover, 'F maps 
do(E)/I onto dO(F)/lr. 
Proof. Fix full Borel sets A, B for E, F resp. and a Borel isomorphism g 
of E A with F [ B. It suffices clearly to show that there is a Borel map 
g: 69J(E) -- dJo(E [ A) such that ,u << v X g(,u) << g(v), ,u I v X 
g(,u) I g(v) and similarly a Borel map h: &Jo(E [ A) -* d'Jo(E) with the 
same properties, such that gh(,u) - i,u hg(,u) - ,u, with the further property 
that g, h map ergodic measures to ergodic measures. 

To define g, let ,u E eXJo(E). Then ,u(A) > 0, as A is full, so define a 
probability measure g(,u) on A by g(,u)(B) = u(B)/,u(A) for Borel B C A. It 
is clear that g: dJo(E) - d&oJ(E [ A) . To define h, let ,u E e&o(E [ A) and 
let h(,u) = v be defined as in the proof of 3.3. Note then that g(h(,u)) = ,u. 
We check next that hg(,u) , ,u. If ,u(B) = 0, then 4u([BIE) = 0, from which 
it follows that hg(,u) (B) = 0. If hg(,u)(B) = 0, then hg(4u)([B]E) = 0, SO 

g(yu)([B]E n A) = 0, thus JL([B]E n A) = 0, and, as [[B]E n A]E = [BIE, 
y([B]E) = 0. 

If ,u << v, clearly g(,u) << g(v) . If u <? v, we verify that h(,u) << h(v) . 
If h(v)(B) = 0, then (in the notation of the proof of 3.3) v(gl71 * (B n Bj)) = 0, 
so v(An[BnBi]E) = 0 (since [BnBiIE = [g1 .(BnBi)]E), thus v(An[BIE) = 0, 
,i(A n [BIE) = 0, therefore h(,u)(B) = 0. 

Preservation of orthogonality is easy to check, as is the fact that both g, h 
preserve ergodicity. D 

5. HYPERFINITE EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 

A countable Borel equivalence E is called hyperfinite if there is an increasing 
sequence Eo C El C E2 C of finite Borel equivalence relations with E = 
U,n En (i.e., xEy X* 3nn(xE"y)) . A finite equivalence relation is one for which 
all equivalence classes are finite. 

Remark. The condition that the sequence be increasing is crucial. Every count- 
able Borel equivalence relation E can be written as a union E = UJ En , where 
each En is a Borel equivalence relation all of whose equivalence classes have 
cardinality at most 2. (This can be seen from the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [FM]: 
It is shown there that there is a sequence of Borel automorphisms {f, } which 
are of order 2, i.e., f,2 = identity, such that xEy X in(f,(x) = y) . Put now 
En = {(x, y): x =yvfn(x) =y}.) 

The next result gives a series of equivalent formulations of the notion of hy- 
perfiniteness. The equivalence of (1) and (2) is due to Weiss [W2], the direction 
(4) X (1) to Weiss [W2], Slaman-Steel [SS] (see also Krieger [Krl, 4.1.1]), and 
(1) X (4) to Slaman-Steel [SS]. 
Theorem 5.1. Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation on X. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
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(1) E is hyperfinite; 
(2) E = U' I En, where E, arefinite Borel equivalence relations, En C En+I, 

and each En-equivalence class has cardinality at most n; 
(3) E = UnEn, where En are smooth Borel equivalence relations, En C 

(4) E = Ez, i.e. there is a Borel automorphism T of X with xEy 4 3n E Z 
(Tn(x) = y); 

(5) There is a Borel assignment C -*<c givingfor each E-equivalence class 
C a linear order <c of C of order type finite or Z. (That C ~-*<c is Borel 
means that the relation 

R(x, y, z) 4:~ X <[Z]E Y 

is Borel.) 
Proof. First note that (4), (5) are easily equivalent. Indeed, if (4) holds and 
assuming without loss of generality that X = IR and letting < be the usual 
ordering of IR, we define for each E-equivalence class C, 

x <cy :x,y E CA [(C is finite Ax <y) 

v (C is infinite A 3n > 0 [Tn(x) = y]. 

Conversely, given C ~-4<c, we define T by 

T(x) :4?, (y is the successor of x in <[X]E) V (X is the last 

element of <[X]E and y is the first element). 

Using Theorem 1.1, it is easy to verify that T is Borel. We prove now the other 
equivalences. 

(1) =, (2). Let E = U`- Rn, Rn C Rn+l, R1 = A(X), Rn finite Borel 
equivalence relations. Define En as follows: E1 = R1. For any n > 2, let 

Xn = {x E X: card([x]R, ) < n}, X-l = {x 0 Xn: card([xIR&,) < n}, 
Xn-2 = {X ? Xn U Xn_l: card([x]Rn 2) < n}, ..., X2 = {X 0 Xn U Xn-I U 

***UX3: card([xIR2)< n}, X1= X\(XnuX U ..U X2) andput En=Rn 

Xn U Rn_I [ Xn-l1 U U R2 [ X2 U R, [ XI . 
(2) = (3). This is clear, since any finite Borel equivalence relation is smooth. 
(3) = (1). Let E = U`-0 0En with En smooth Borel equivalence relations, 

En C En+,, Eo = A(X). Let sn be a Borel selector for En, i.e., sn(x)Enx, 

xEny = Sn (X) = Sn(Y). Let Gn = {gnk)}IkE be a countable group with En = 
EGn . Define the relation Fn on X by 

xFny :4 3m < n{xEmy 
A3 ko, kl, ... km 

< n[x = g(ko)s0go(k)S1 ... g (mkm) Sm(X)] 

A3 lo, 11, ... , lm < n[y - g(?)SOg(i)S1 * g1m)m(y)]}. 

The proof will be complete from the following claims: 

(a) Fn C Fn+l 
(b) Fn C En 5 
(c) EC Un Fn , 
(d) Fn is an equivalence relation, 

(e) Fn is finite. 
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Claims (a), (b) are obvious. For (c), note that VxVj3kj(x) X = g(kj(x)si(X). 

If xEy, say xEmy, let n = max{m, ko(x), ...,km(x), ko(y),... , km(y)}. 
Then xF"y. For (e), assuming (d), note that if x E [Y]Fn , there is m < n with 
xEmy and hence sm(x) = Sm(y). So x is completely determined by numbers 
ko, ... , km < n and sm (y), so it can only take finitely many distinct values, i.e., 

[Y]F, is finite. 

Proof of (d). Clearly Fn is symmetric and reflexive. We prove now that it is 
transitive. Assume xFny, yFnz. Let p, q < n be such that xEpy, yEqz and 
there are ko, ... , kp, lo, ..., lr (r = max(p, q)) and MO, ..., mq such that 

=(ko) g(kp)5 (X) y = g(10)5 * = (M(S(y O) ? Mq) 

Assume p < q. If p = q, we are done. So assume p < q. Let v = 

g4+i)sp+ 
... gmq)sq(y) and note that vEpy, since y = gm) SO gi(mP)sp(v) 

Since also xEpy, we have sp(v) = sp(x) and so 

X - g(ko) ... g(kP)sp(V) 

g(ko)5 . (kp)5 g( +0 (M S+1 q) Sq (Y ) 
-6 

g So ...*** g SP)sgr+1)sp+i ... g9q~qy 

= (ko)... g(kp)spMg(rn+i)+ * g(mq)sq(x) 

since Sq(X)=Sq(y). So xFnz. 
(1) => (5). Assume E = Un En with En increasing finite Borel equivalence 

relations. We will find Borel assignments C <n of linear orderings to each 
En-equivalence class C, which are increasing, i.e., if C = [x]En, D = [x]En+, 
(so that C C D) then <CC<D (i.e. for x, y E C, x <c y X x <D Y) and 
<D is an end extension of <c, i.e., for a E D\C, either C <D a, Vc E C or 
a <D C, VC E C. Then we will put, for each E-equivalence class C = [XIE, 
<c= U, <n where Cn = [x]En. Then <c is a linear order of C and has 
order type finite or co (= {O, 1, 2, ... }) or co* (= {... , -2, -1, O}) or 7Z. 
In the two middle cases we can easily rearrange the order in a Borel way to 
make it also of order type Z, so the proof is complete, modulo the definition 
of <n. 

Again without loss of generality we can take X = IR and we let < be the 
usual order of R. For n = 0 let <0c=< [ C. Assume now <n has been defined. 
Let C be an En+I-equivalence class and let C1, . .. , Ck be the En-equivalence 
classes contained in it, arranged in order so that (the <-least element of CQ) < 
(the < -least element of Cj) iff i < j. Then let 

x < n+1 y : 3k(x, yE Ck Ax<y) vk < 1(x E Ck AY E Cl). 

(5) => (1) . Assume without loss of generality X = 2N and each E-equiva- 
lence class is infinite, and hence ordered by <c in order type Z. For each 
E-equivalence class C, let xc be the lexicographically least element of the 
closure of C. The map y I-* XU]E is Borel. Put 

SC={x E C:x [n=xc [n}. 

Define now the equivalence relations En C E as follows: If (x, y) E E with 
[XIE = [YIE = C are such that (a) XC E C, then let 

xEny : [x =y v the distance of XC from x, y in <c is at most n]. 
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If (a) fails, but (b) 3m[SC is bounded below in <c], let mo be the least such 
m and Zc the <c-least element of SCo . Then put 

xE,y :? [x = y V the distance of zc from x, y in <c is at most n]. 

If (a), (b) fail but (c) 3m[SC is bounded above in <c] proceed as in (b). 
Finally, if (a), (b), (c) fail, so that {Sc} form a decreasing sequence of subsets 
of C with Sff unbounded in both directions in <c and nf SfC = 0, then let 

xEny :3 a3b[a, b are consecutive (in <c) members 

of SnC and a <c x <c b and a <c y <c b]. 
It is now clear that the relations En are increasing finite Borel equivalence 

relations with Un En = E, so E is hyperfinite. O 

Here are also some basic closure properties of hyperfiniteness. 

Proposition 5.2. Let E, F be countable Borel equivalence relations on X, Y 
resp. 

(1) X = YAE is hyperfinite A F C E = F is hyperfinite; 
(2) E is hyperfinite A F < E => F is hyperfinite; 
(3) E is hyperfinite A A is Borel => E [ A is hyperfinite; 
(4) A C X is Borel, full for E and E [ A is hyperfinite =X E is hyperfinite; 
(5) E, F are hyperfinite => E x F is hyperfinite. 

Proof. (1), (3), and (5) are immediate consequences of the definition. For (4), 
let E = EG, with G = {gn} a countable group, and let for each x E X, N(x) = 
least n with gn * X E A. Let E [ A = UJn Fn , with Fn finite Borel equivalence 
relations on A, Fn C Fn+I . Define En on X by 

xEny x: [xEy A N(x), N(y) < n A gN(x) x xFngN(y) * y] V x = y. 
Then En C En+, , UnE = E, and the equivalence relations En are finite. 
Finally, for (2), let f: Y - X be a Borel map reducing F to E, so that f 
is countable-to-i. Then A = f[Y] C X is Borel and E [ A is hyperfinite (by 
(3)). Let g be a Borel inverse to f (i.e., g: A - Y, f(g(x)) = x) and let 
B = g[A]. Then B is full for F and E [ A _ F B, so F [ B is hyperfinite 
and so is F by (4)). o 

Before we proceed we would like to mention some open problems: 
(1) Is the increasing union of hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations hyperfi- 

nite? (It is well known [FM, 4.2] that, if En are increasing Borel hyperfinite on 
X with E = Un En and ,u is a measure on X, then there is Borel E-invariant 
A C X with u(X\A) = 0 and E F A hyperfinite.) 

(2) Is the notion of hyperfiniteness effective? More precisely suppose X = NN 
and E E Al is a hyperfinite equivalence relation. Is there a Al automorphism 
T of X inducing E? 

(3) What is the complexity of the class of hyperfinite Borel equivalence rela- 
tions, i.e. what is the complexity of the set 

{x: x codes a Borel equivalence relation on NN which is hyperfinite}. 
It is clearly X1 . If (2) has a positive answer which relativizes, then it is JIl. 

6. SOME EXAMPLES 

We will discuss here some examples of hyperfinite (and nonhyperfinite) Borel 
equivalence relations. 
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If T is a Borel automorphism of a standard Borel space X and we denote by 
ET the equivalence relation generated by T, then, by 5.1(4), ET is hyperfinite. 
Of particular importance will be the case of T = s, the shift on the space 
2z (s(x)(n) = x(n + 1)). In this case E = E(Z, 2) in our notation of ?1. 
It will turn out (see ?9) that E(Z, 2) is invariantly universal for hyperfinite 
Borel E (with no finite equivalence classes), i.e., for every such E we have 
E l E(Z, 2). 

For any set Q, recall that we defined in ?2 the equivalence relations Eo(Q), 
Et(Q) on QN by 

xEo(Q)y 4 3nVm > n(xm = Ym) 
xEt(Q)y X 3n3mVk(Xn+k = Ym+k). 

Then, for any countable set Q, Eo (Q) and Et (Q) are hyperfinite. In fact, these 
are special cases of the following more general situation: 

Let X be a standard Borel space and U a Borel map on X such that U is 
countable-to-i. Define the equivalence relations EO(U), Et(U) on X by 

xEo(U)y :x 3n > 0 [U'(x) = U'(y)] 

xEt(U)y :x= 3 n > 03m > 0 [U (x) = Um(y)]. 

Then Eo(Q), Et(Q) are just Eo(U), Et(U) with U: QN , QN defined by 
U(x)(n) = x(n + 1) (i.e., the one-sided shift). Since Eo(U) = U " E with 
xEy X Un (x) = Un (y), we see by 5.1(3) that Eo(U) is hyperfinite. We will 
see in ?8 that Et (U) is hyperfinite as well. 

All the Ez are hyperfinite. How about more general EG? One has the 
following measure theoretic result. 

Theorem 6.1 (Connes-Feldman-Weiss [CFW]). Let X be a standard Borel space, 
E a countable Borel equivalence relation on X, and ,u a measure on X. If E 
is of the form EG with G a countable amenable group, or (more generally) if E 
is ,u-amenable, then there is a Borel E-invariant set Y C X with ,u(X\Y) = 0 
such that E F Y is hyperfinite. 

It is an open problem (see Weiss [W2]) whether every EG with G amenable 
is hyperfinite. This is already open in the case G is abelian, but has been proved 
for G = Zn by Weiss. 

There is an even stronger result in the case of category instead of measure. 
We need a definition first. Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation on 
a Polish space X. We call E generically ergodic if every E-invariant Borel set 
is meager or comeager. We call E generic if for each Borel meager set A, [AlE 
is also meager. 

Theorem 6.2 (Sullivan-Weiss-Wright [SWW]). Let X be a perfect Polish space 
and E an arbitrary countable Borel equivalence relation on X. If E is generic 
and generically ergodic, then there is an E-invariant dense G, set Xo c X and 
there is an E0-invariant dense G, set Yo c 2N such that E X0 Eo [ Y0 by 
a continuous isomorphism. In particular, E X0 is hyperfinite. 

The following corollary is due to Woodin. 

Corollary 6.3 (Woodin). Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation on a 
perfect Polish space X. Assume E is generically ergodic. Then there are a dense 
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G3 XO C X and an EO-invariant dense G3 Yo C 2N such that E F XO Eo [ YO 
by a continuous isomorphism. In particular, E F XO is hyperfinite, and thus 
there is an E-invariant comeager set ZO (namely [XoIE) such that E F ZO is 
hyperfinite. 

Proof. Let E = EGG, with G = {gn} a countable group. Write gn(x) = gx X . 
Let {V, } be a basis for X. For each pair (n, i) E N2 for which it is possible, 
choose a comeager-in- V, set Pn,i such that gi[P, ni] is meager. Put X, = 

X\ UJ, i gi[Pn, ii. Then X1 is comeager, so let X2 C X1 be a dense G3. 

Claim. E X2 is generically ergodic and generic. 
Then, by 6.2 (since E X2 satisfies all its conditions), there are dense G3 

X0 C X2 and a dense G3 Eo-invariant set YO C 2N such that E XO - Eo [ Yo 
via a continuous isomorphism. So it remains to prove the claim. 

Clearly E X2 is generically ergodic. To show that it is generic, it is clearly 
enough to show that, if B C X2 is meager in X2 (or equivalently in X), then 
[BIErX2 is meager in X. For that, note that [B]ErX2 = [BIE n X2 and [BIE = 

Ui g1[B], so it suffices to show that gi[B] n X2 is meager in X2, i.e., gi[B] is 
meager in X. Let j be such that gj = g71 . We can of course assume that B 
is Borel. If gi[B] is not meager, let Vn be such that g1[B] is comeager in Vn . 
So there is a comeager-in- Vn set P such that g[ 1 [P] = gj [P] is meager. Then 

Pn, j and gi[B] are both comeager in V" , so they intersect. Let x E P , jnfgi [B]. 
Then gj(x)eBfngj[P, j]=z (since BCX2CX,=X\Unigi[P,i]). C1 

As an application, we see immediately that, for any countable group G, 
E(G, 2) is generically hyperfinite, i.e. for some Borel comeager E-invariant 
X C 2G, E F X is hyperfinite. (On the other hand E(F2, 2), for example, is 
not hyperfinite.) For that it is enough to check that E(G, 2), for infinite G, 
is generically ergodic. By 1.1 of [SWW] it is enough to see that E(G, 2) has a 
dense orbit, and this is easy to verify using the fact that G is infinite. 

For another example, consider the equivalence relation =T of Turing equiv- 
alence on 2N (x T y :X? X is recursive in y and y is recursive in x) . Again 
-T is not hyperfinite (see below). However, =T is easily generically ergodic, 
SO =T is generically hyperfinite. 

Also, as was shown by Mycielski (see, e.g., [MU, 1.6]), if E(R//Q) denotes 
the Vitali equivalence relation on R (xE(R//Q)y :X? x - y E Q) then (in our 
notation) E(R//Q) * Eo, so E(R//Q) is hyperfinite. This can also be seen 
by noticing that E(R/Q) is an increasing union of smooth Borel equivalence 
relations, namely E(R//(n!)1Z) . (Actually, from the results in ?9 it will follow 
that E(R//Q) -Et.) 

Finally, in some sense, all equivalence relations induced by flows, i.e., Borel 
actions of R, are "hyperfinite". More precisely, let X be a standard Borel space 
and g * x a Borel action of R on X. Let ER be the corresponding equivalence 
relation. Then by Wagh [Wa] (see also [K3]) ER is Borel and there is a Borel 
set A C X such that A is full for ER and ER [ A is hyperfinite. (Thus, using 
also [Mos, 4F.6], ER *ER [A.) 

We conclude this section with a couple of examples of nonhyperfinite count- 
able Borel equivalence relations. The standard example is E(F2, 2) (for a proof 
see, e.g., [K1]). Since (identifying 2F2 with 2N) E(F2, 2) C =T, it follows that 

-T is not hyperfinite as well. 
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7. THE BI-EMBEDDABILITY OF NONSMOOTH HYPERFINITE RELATIONS 

Our goal is to classify hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations up to the equiv- 
alences *, , . We will deal with *, here and with in ?9. 

First notice that it is easy to classify smooth relations up to *, -. Indeed, 
given a countable Borel equivalence relation E, let for 1 < n < No, 

Cn(E) = card{[xIE: card([xIE) = n}. 

Then we have for any smooth countable Borel E, F on X, Y resp. 
(A) E * F if card(X/E) = card(Y/F) . 
(B) E F if Vn[Zm>n cm(E) = Zm>n Cm(F)]. 
So it is enough to look at nonsmooth hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations. 

For those the answer is given by the next result. 

Theorem 7.1. Let E, F be nonsmooth hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations. 
Then E F (and thus E * F). 
Proof. It is enough, of course, to show that, for every nonsmooth hyperfinite 
Borel equivalence relation, we have E 0Eo. That Eo E E follows from 3.4. 
We will prove below that E E Eo. Recall from 1.2 that E = Ez E E(Z, 2N). 
So it is enough to prove that E(Z, 2N) E Eo. Denote below E(Z, 2N) by E. 

Call an E-invariant Borel set X C (2N)z smooth if E X is smooth, i.e., 
there is a Borel selector on X for E. We claim that it is enough to show 
tht E C Eo modulo smooth sets, i.e., that there is smooth X such that E F 

(2N)z\X C Eo. Indeed let Y = (2N)z\X and f: Y -- 2N embed E F Y 
into Eo. Let g: X -- 2N be Borel such that xEy X g(x) = g(y). Also let 
h: X -- N be Borel such that h [ [XIE is injective for any x E X. Finally 
let p: 2 , - 2N be Borel such that x $ y =* -'(p(x)Eop(y)). Then define 
F: (2N)z 2N by 

F(x) = (f (x), 1??), if x E Y 

= (pg(x), lh(X)Aooo), if x E X 

where for a, ,B E 2N, (a, ,B) E 2N is given by 

(a, /3) := (a(O), /3(0), a(1), 3(1), ...) 

and i?? := (i, i, i, ...). Clearly F embeds E into Eo. 
So in the proof below we will ignore smooth sets. Note that the collection of 

smooth sets is closed under countable unions. 
For each n E N, n > 1 , let (2n)n be the set of all sequences (w0, .. , ) 

with wi E 2n, i.e., wi = (wi(O) ... wi(n - 1)) is a binary sequence of length 
n. If w E (2n)n and m < n let w r m denote the sequence (wo r m, w, [ 
m , -,Wm q I nm). Foreach n eN, n > 1,fixanordering <, nof (2n)n such 
that, given W, V E (2n+1 )n+1 

w [n <n V [n = w <n+1 V. 

For w E (2n)n and x E (2N)z, we say that w occurs in x at k E Z if, for all 
i < n wi = xk+i [ n. We say that w occurs in x, in symbols w C x, if w 
occurs in x at some k. 
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Note first that the set of x E (2N)z for which there is w E U,(2n)n occurring 
in x but for which {k E Z: w occurs in x at k} is bounded above or below is 
E-invariant and smooth, so it can be neglected, i.e., we can assume we work on 
the set X C (2N)z of all x E (2N)z with the property that, whenever w C x, 
w occurs in x at k for unboundedly many k E Z in both directions. 

Put now, for x E X, 

fn (x) = the <" -least element of (2n)fl occurring in x. 

Then note that fn+I(x) [ n = fn(x). Note that xEy =E fn(x) = fn (y). So we 
can define f: X - (2N)N by f(x) = (uo, ul, ...) with (uo,U1, ..., U ) I n 
- fn(x) . Note again that xEy E= f(x) = f(y) . 

Given u E (2N)N, we say that u occurs in x E (2N)z at k E Z if ui = Xk+i, 
Vi E N, and that u occurs in x if it occurs in x at some k. 

The set of x for which f(x) occurs in x and {k e Z: f(x) occurs in x at 
k} is bounded below is clearly E-invariant and smooth, so it can be neglected. 
If f(x) occurs in x and {k E Z: f(x) occurs in x at k} is unbounded 
below, then x is periodic, so [XIE is finite. These x's form an E-invariant 
and smooth set as well and can be neglected. 

So we can assume that we work on the set Y C X of all x E X for which 
f(x) does not occur in x. For such x E Y and n E N, define knx E Z as 
follows: 

ko = 0 

k2xn = the least k such that k > k2xn and f2n+I (X) occurs in x at k, 

k2xn+2 = the largest k such that k < k2xn+1 and f2n+2(x) occurs in x at k. 

Note that if either {k2xn} or {k2xn+l} is bounded, f(x) occurs in x. Also 
note that kx is not between k2xn and xn since this would contradict the 
definition of k2xn . Similarly for k2xn+2 So we have 

* kx <k2x < kox = 0< kx < kx < 

and k2xn -oo , k2x-+I +oo . 

Instead of working with 2N below we will work with P(N) = {A: A C NJ, 
identifying A C N with its cliaracteristic function. Under this identification, 
the equivalence relation Eo on 2N corresponds to the equivalence relation (also 
denoted by Eo) on P(N) given by 

AEoB :x AAB is finite. 

Fix also a bijection (, ): N x M -- N where M := the set of all finite sequences 
(uo, ... ., ujn-) with each ui a finite binary sequence. 

We define now G: Y --* P(N) as follows: 
For each n, let tx = jkx+I - kx I+ 1 and let rx = ((rflo, ..., (rf),), where 

m = tX- 1 , be the sequence given by 

(rn=) iX-min{kx, kx+ I}+i [ n 

for O < i < tx. Put G(x) = {(n, rnx): n E N} C N. 
Note that G is injective, since knowing G(x) we can easily reconstruct x. 

We will show that G embeds E [ Y into Eo. 
Assume xEy and say, without loss of generality, m > 0 is such that xm?+ = 

y1, for all i. Let no be such that kx > m. Then, since the functions 
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fn are E-invariant, we have kx = m + ky,0+1, so, for all n > 2no0, kx= 
m + k?y . It follows that G(x)AG(y) is finite, i.e., G(x)EoG(y). The converse, 
i.e., G(x)EoG(y) =X xEy, is even easier, and we leave it to the reader. 0 

An immediate consequence of 7.1 and 2.3 (using the fact that Et is com- 
pressible and, as shown in 8.2 below, hyperfinite) is the following strengthening 
of 3.4. 

Corollary 7.2. Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation on a standard 
Borel space X. Then the following are equivalent: 

(1) E is not smooth, 
(2) Et ri E. 

It follows also from 7.1 that, for any two nonsmooth Borel hyperfinite equiv- 
alence relations E, F on X, Y resp., there is a "Borel" bijection between the 
quotient spaces X/E and Y/F. (Here "Borel" can be interpreted in terms of 
the quotient Borel structures on these quotient spaces, but of course more is 
true.) 

Applying this in particular to Eo, E(Z, 2) provides a solution to a problem 
of Mycielski; see [MU, 1.6]. 

Another corollary is that the structure of measure classes of nonatomic, quasi- 
invariant, (ergodic) probability measures for any nonsmooth hyperfinite Borel 
equivalence relation is the same (using 2.6 and 4.2). 

Finally, in view of the fact that all equivalence relations induced by Borel 
R-actions have full Borel sets on which their restrictions are hyperfinite (see the 
end of ?6), it follows that any two nonsmooth such equivalence relations are 
bi-reducible. (Actually, it turns out that, if they have uncountable equivalence 
classes, they are Borel isomorphic.) 

8. TAIL EQUIVALENCE RELATIONS 

We are going to use here ideas similar to that of the proof of 7.1 to study the 
tail equivalence relations Et(Q). It will be convenient to introduce a further 
notion here. 

Let E be a (not necessarily countable) Borel equivalence relation on X. We 
call E hypersmooth if E = Un En, En C En+ I, En smooth Borel equivalence 
relations. Thus, for countable E, hypersmooth = hyperfinite. Moreover, if E < 
F with F hyperfinite, then E is hypersmooth. 

Consider Eo(2N) (as defined in ?2). Then easily EO(2N) is hypersmooth, 
but it is well known (see, e.g., [K3]) that EO(2N) $ F for any countable Borel 
F. It is also easy to see that every hypersmooth E is embeddable in E0(2N). 
Indeed, let E = Un F, witness that E is hypersmooth with Eo = A(X), and 
let fn: X -- 2N be such that xFny X fn(x) = fn(y). Then, fixing a Borel 
isomorphism ( ): (2N)N -, 2N, the Borel map f(x) = (fn(x)) embeds E to 
Eo(2N) . 

The following result has been proved recently by A. S. Kechris and A. Louveau 
(unpublished): If E is Borel hypersmooth, then exactly one of the following 
holds: (I) E Eo(2N) or (II) E < Eo. (For results along this line in a measure 
theoretic context, see [Ve2].) 

Consider now an arbitrary Borel map U: X -- X and define the equivalence 
relation Eo(U) as in ?6, and similarly for the tail equivalence relation Et(U). 
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The relations Eo(2N), Et(2N) are obtained by taking: U: (2N)N -, (2N)N to be 
the shift U(x) = x, +I. Clearly Eo (U) is hypersmooth. 

The next theorem extends results of Vershik [VeIl], Connes-Feldman-Weiss 
[CFW, Corollary 13]. 

Theorem 8.1. Let U: X --* X be Borel. Then Et (U) is hypersmooth. 

Corollary 8.2. If U: X --* X is Borel and countable-to- 1, then Et (U) is hyper- 
finite. In particular, Et(Q) is hyperfinitefor any countable Q. 
Proof. First note that Et (U) < Et(2N). To see this, assume that X = 2N and 
define f: 2N -, (2N)N by f(x) = (x, U(x), U2(X),...). Then f reduces 
Et(U) to Et(2N). So it is enough to show that Et(2N) can be reduced to 
Eo(2N) . As in the proof of 7.1, it is easy to see that we can neglect smooth sets 
for Et(2N). 

Using again the terminology and notation of the proof of 7.1, given any 
X = (X") E (2N)N, let 

snx = the <, -least s E (2f)f which occurs infinitely often in x. 

Then xEt(2N)y =* sx = sy . Let 

knx= least k such that sx occurs in x at k. 

Clearly knx < knx+l The set of x's for which there is yEt(2N)x with kny 
eventually constant is smooth, since, for such x, sx = (uo, u1, ...), where 
(uo, ...U, un1) n = sx , is a Borel selector. 

So we can work in the Et(2N)-invariant set X C (2N)N of x's such that, for 
all yEt(2N)x, kny -- oo. Let ( ): Un(2N)n _, 2N be a Borel bijection (with 

Un(2N)n having the obvious "direct sum" Borel structure). For x E X, let 
an(x) = (xi, xi+,..., x), where i = kx_x, j = knx 1, with kx, = 0, and 
put 

g(x) = (Zo(x), i (x), ...) E (2N)N. 

Clearly g is a Borel injection and g(x)Eo(2N)g(y) =* xEt(2N)y. Conversely, 
assume that xEt(2N)y. Let p, q be such that Xp+n = Yq+n, Vn E N. Let r 
be such that krx > p, krY > q. Then, for t > r, kx - p = kty - q and so 
Zit(x)=?it(y) for t>r;therefore g(x)Eo(2N)g(y). El 

We have just seen that Et(2N) E Eo(2N) . It is easy to see also that Eo(2N) C 
Et(2N). (Just send x E (2N)N to ((0, xo), (1, xi), ...) E (2N)N where i = 

OiA^ 1? .) Thus Eo(2N) Et(2N) . 
We conclude this section with an open problem concerning hypersmooth re- 

lations: 
Let E be a hypersmooth Borel equivalence relation on X and U: X -* X 

a Borel map, such that xEy =* U(x)EU(y). Define the equivalence relation 

xEuy :x= 3n > 03m > 0(Un(x)EUm(y)). 

Is Eu hypersmooth? In particular, if E is hyperfinite and U is countable- 
to-i, is Eu hyperfinite? In [CFW], such a result is proved in the measure 
theoretic context. 

Let us point out some consequences of an affirmative answer to this particular 
case of the problem. So, for the following remarks, assume that all such Eu 
are hyperfinite. 
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First note that, if Eo, u is defined by 

xEo, uy X= 3 n [U'(x) E U'(x)] 

then Eo, u C Eu, so Eo, u is hyperfinite as well. From this we can derive 
that the increasing union of a sequence of hyperfinite equivalence relations is 
hyperfinite (see problem (1) at the end of ?5). Indeed, if {En } is such a sequence 
on the space X, consider the equivalence relation E on X x N given by 

(x, n)E*(y, m) n = m AxE,y. 
Then E* is the "disjoint union" of the En, so it is hyperfinite too. Define 
U on X x N by U(x, n) = (x, n + 1). Then clearly U is injective and 
(x, n)E*(y, m) =N U(x, n)E*U(y, m), since the En are increasing. So Eo* u 
is hyperfinite. But if E = Un E,n, we have xEy X (x, O)Eo* u(Y, 0), so E is 
hyperfinite. 

Further, it follows that any EG with G countable abelian is hyperfinite (see 
remarks following 6. 1). Indeed, G = U Gn with Gn finitely generated, Gn C 
Gn+1 ? so EG = U, EGn, an increasing union, and thus it is enough to show, 
by the preceding remarks, that each EG with G finitely generated abelian is 
hyperfinite. We proceed by induction on the number of generators. It is clear 
for one generator. Assume it is true for n generators and let G have n + 
1 generators, say a,, ... , a,+,. Let H C G be the subgroup generated by 
al, ... , a, and put E = EH. If U is the automorphism corresponding to 
the generator an+i, then XEHy =* U(X)EHU(Y) and EG = (EH)U, so EG is 
hyperfinite. 

9. CLASSIFICATION UP TO ISOMORPHISM 

The main result of this section is the following classification theorem for 
aperiodic, nonsmooth hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations up to Borel iso- 
morphism. 

Theorem 9.1. Let E, F be aperiodic, nonsmooth hyperfinite Borel equivalence 
relations. Let G'o(E), G'o(F) be their sets of invariant, ergodic probability mea- 
sures. Then 

E r F X card(9'o(E)) = card(92o(F)). 

(Note that because E is aperiodic, invariant probability measures are non- 
atomic.) 

This classification was conjectured by M. G. Nadkarni (see [CN2]), who 
proved first (see [N3]) the case when card(Qo(E)) = card(Fo(F)) is countable, 
on the basis of his result (3.5 in this paper) and Theorem 7.1. 

Before we proceed to the proof of 9. 1, we would like to mention some corol- 
laries. 

First, for each countable Borel equivalence relation E, let 

cn(E):= card{C E X/E: card(C) = n}, 1 < n < No; 
s(E) := 0, if E is smooth; 1, otherwise; 

t(E) := card(Xo(E)). 
Corollary 9.2. The sequence {(cn)1 <n<R?, s, t} is a complete list of invariants 
for Borel isomorphism of hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations. 

Note that cn t can take only the values 0, 1, 2, ..., o, 2Ro. 
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Denote next by A(n) the equality relation on a set of cardinality n, 1 < n < 
No and by E* (Z, 2) the restriction of E(Z, 2) to its aperiodic part, i.e., to the 
E(Z, 2)-invariant Borel set {x E 2N: sn(x) :$ x, Vn :$ O}, where s is the shift 
map. Let also 

E riE :F E ri FA-(F ri E) (4E ri FA-(E F)). 

Corollary 9.3. Any aperiodic, nonsmooth hyperfinite Borel equivalence relation is 
Borel isomorphic to exactly one of 

Et, Eo x A(n)(1 < n < ?o), E*(Z, 2). 

Moreover, we have 

Et ci Eo ci Eo x A (2) ci ci Eo x A(Ro) ci E*(Z, 2). 
Proof of 9.3. Recall that Et is compressible, so eo (Et) = 0 . It is easy to check 
that Eo is uniquely ergodic, i.e., card(F(Eo)) = 1, and therefore 

card(Fo(Eo x A(n))) = n 

for 1 < n < No. Finally, card(Xo(E*(Z, 2))) = 280 (take for example the 
product measures on 2z with each coordinate having the (p, 1 - p)-measure, 
O < p < 1). Since Fo(E) is a Borel set in a standard Borel space, card(Fo(E)) 
is always one of 0, 1, 2, ... , R%, 210 so the first result follows from 9.1. 

That Et ci Eo follows from 7.2, and Eo x A(n) ci Eo x A(m) for n < m 
is obvious. That Eo x A(to) ci E*(Z, 2) will follow immediately from the 
ergodic decompostion, see 9.5 below. El 

For the proof of Theorem 9.1 we will need two further results from ergodic 
theory: Dye's Theorem (see Dye [D], Sutherland [Su], Weiss [WI], or Hamachi- 
Osikawa [HO]) and the Ergodic Decomposition Theorem. Let us state first Dye's 
Theorem. 

Dye's Theorem 9.4. Let E, F be hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations on 
X, Y resp., and let ,u E Go(E), v E Geo(F). Then there are invariant Borel 
sets Xo c X, Yo C Y such that u(Xo) = v(Yo) = 1 and E r Xo- F r Yo via a 
Borel isomorphism that sends u to v. 

Next we will state the Ergodic Decomposition Theorem as formulated in 
Varadarajan [Va]. (The result actually holds, as proved in [Va], even for Borel 
actions of arbitrary second countable locally compact groups.) 

Let E be a countable Borel equivalence relation on X. Denote by >J(E), 
F(E) the sets of E-invariant, resp. E-invariant ergodic, probability measures. 
Since E = EG for some Borel action of a countable group G, >J(E) and 
8(E) are Borel sets (see [Va]). It is also proved in [Va] that J>(E) :$ 0 iff 
F(E) :A 0. If E is aperiodic, then clearly >J(E) = gJo(E), F(E) = go(E). 
We have now: 

Ergodic Decomposition Theorem 9.5 (Varadarajan [Va]). Let E be a countable 
Borel equivalence relation on a standard Borel space X. Assume >J(E) :$ 0 
(thus 8 (E) 0) . Then there is a Borel surjection x ~-* e, from X onto e (E) 
such that: 

(1) xEy e,=ey. 
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(2) If Xe := {x: ex = e} for any e E 8(E), so that Xe is Borel and E- 
invariant by (1), then e(Xe) = 1 and e is the unique invariant, ergodic proba- 
bility mesure for E [ Xe (i.e., 8 (E [ Xe) = {e}). 

(3) For each u E >J(E), we have 

A(A)= Jex(A)dyu(x) 

for A C X Borel. 
Proof of Theorem 9.1. We consider first the case card(FO(E)) = card(Fo(F)) = 
0. Then by Nadkarni's Theorem 3.5 and the fact that Jgo(E) = gJo(F) = 0, we 
have that E, F are compressible. Then, by 7.1 and 2.3, E r F. 

So we can assume that card(go(E)) = card(Fo(F)) > 0. Since FO(E), 8,(F) 
are Borel sets in standard Borel spaces and have the same cardinality, there is 
a Borel bijection e ~-* e' from 8o0(E) onto 8o0(F) . Let x -* ex , y ~-* fy be 
ergodic decompositions of E, F resp. by 9.5. Let Xe, Yf be the corresponding 
sets. Then, by Dye's Theorem 9.4, we can find invariant Borel sets Xe, Ye, 
with Xe C Xe, Ye' C Ye,, e(Xe) = e'(Ye') = 1 and Borel isomorphisms he of 
E r Xe, F L Ye, . Since the proof of Dye's Theorem is "effective" enough, the 
following uniform version actually holds: 

(*) If X := Ue Xe, Y := Ue Ye', then X, Y are Borel (and of course in- 
variant) and also h := Ue he is Borel (and provides a Borel isomorphism of 
E [X,F [ Y). 

Granting (*), we have of course that E L X rF Y. Consider now 
E [ (X\X), F (Y\ Y) . By shrinking Xe0, Ye, for some fixed eo if necessary, 
we can assume that E L (X\X), F [ (Y\Y) are nonsmooth. (We are using 
here the fact that if R is a nonsmooth countable Borel equivalence relation 
on Z and u E 8 0(R), then there is a Borel R-invariant set W C Z with 
,u(W) = 1 and R 1 (Z\W) nonsmooth. This follows, for example, from 7.2.) 
By property (3) of the ergodic decomposition, E [ (X\X), F [ (Y\Y) have 
no invariant probability measures, so by the argument in the beginning of the 
proof, E r (X\X) F I (Y\Y). So E F. 

We now make some comments on the proof of (*). The proof of Dye's 
Theorem on which it is based (see, e.g., Sutherland [Su] or Hamachi-Osikawa 
[HO]) proceeds by showing that, if A is the canonical product measure on 2 
(with each coordinate having the (1/2, 1/2)-measure), then for any hyperfinite 
Borel equivalence relation E on X and u E 0o (E) there are invariant Borel 
sets X0 C X, Y0 C 2N suchthat JL(Xo)=)A(YO)= 1 and E L X0rEo L Yo (via 
a Borel isomorphism sending ,u to A-which is of course the unique element 
of ?o(Eo)). By going in detail through the proof of Dye's Theorem, one has a 
parametrized version which in the case we are interested in can be formulated 
as follows. 

Lemma 9.6. Let E be an aperiodic, hyperfinite Borel equivalence relation with 
80(E) :$ 0. Let x ~-* ex be an ergodic decomposition of E with Xe the 
corresponding sets. Then there are Borel invariant sets Xe C Xe, Ye C 2N with 
e(Xe) = A(Ye) = 1 and Borel isomorphisms ge of E r Xe with Eo r Ye sending 
(necessarily) e to A such that X = Ue Xe is Borel, and g: F x X - 2N given 
by g(e, x) = ge(x) if X E Xe, 0?? if x ? Xe is Borel as well. 
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In earlier handwritten circulated versions of this paper we have carried out 
the detailed calculatioins needed to extract this lemma from a proof of Dye's 
Theorem. Mercifully, however, we found out since then that these have been 
written up in the literature in Krieger [Kr3], ?2 and also [HO], 11-4 (in some- 
what different formulations), so we will refer the reader to these papers for the 
detailed proof. 

From Lemma 9.6 it is easy to derive now (*): Let Xe, Pe work for E and 
Yf, qf work for F according to Lemma 9.6. Put pe [Xe] n qe' [ Yes] = Ze C 2N, 

so that Ze is Eo-invariant and A(Ze) = 1. Put Xe = Pe [Ze], Ye, = qe1[Ze]- 
Again these are invariant and e(Xe) = e'(Ye) = 1 . Finally he = qe (Pe [ Xe) 
is a Borel isomorphism of E L Xe with F L Ye,. Let X=UeXe, Y=UeYes, 

h = Ue he . We will check that X, Y, h are Borel. Take first X (Y being 
similar). We have 

x E X x E X A Pex (X) E q(ex) [ Y(ex)I] 

X= x E XC A\3y[fy =(ex)' A\ y E YA/ p(ex, x) =q(fy, y)] 
X= x E X A\3!y[fy =(eJ) A\ y E A /p(ex, x) =q(fy, y)]. 

Since the 1-1 projection of a Borel set is Borel, X is Borel. Finally, 

h(x) = y X x E X A y E Y A fy = (eA)' Ap(ex, x) = q(fy, y). 

So h is Borel as well. El 

Theorem 9.1 also has the following corollary, which gives a variant of 5.1 
(2): 

Corollary 9.7. Let E be a hyperfinite, aperiodic Borel equivalence relation on 
X. Then for any sequence {mn} with mn > 1, mn+I /mn E N, mn -- oo, there 
is a sequence {En} of finite Borel equivalence relations such that En c En+,, 
Un En = E and every En-equivalence class has cardinality mn . 
Proof. We can assume that mn+l/mn > 2. Identify kn with {O, 1, *--, - 
1}, and consider the compact product space Y = Hj kn C NN and the equiv- 
alence relation F = Eo(N) [ Y. The product measure ,u on Y, where each 
kn has the uniform measure, is the unique invariant probability measure for 
F. If now card(Q'o(E)) < 1, then E F F Z, with Z an F-invariant 
Borel subset of Y. Since the conclusion of the corollary holds trivially for 
F (let xFny K Vm > n(xm = Ym)), it holds for E as well. In the case when 
cardQ('o(E)) > 1, let A be the equality relation on a standard Borel space of 
cardinality equal to card(Fo(E)). Then card(Fo(F x A)) = card(Q2o(E)), so 
F x A r E. Again, the conclusion of the corollary is clear for F x A (using 
Fn x A), so the proof is complete. El 

Choosing a Borel set Xn that meets each En-equivalence class at exactly one 
point in the above corollary, we can find a Borel automorphism Tn E [[E]] such 
that Xn, Tn [Xn],..., TnMn [Xn ] is a decomposition of X. Moreover, we can 
of course take X, D X2 D . and make sure that for x E Xn+1 , Tn,+I(x) = 

Tnk(x), for k < mn. Thus 9.7 can be viewed as a Rohlin-type lemma for ape- 
riodic hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations. (For a discussion of the classical 
Rohlin lemma, see for example [WI].) 
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Let us conclude this section by pointing out that Theorem 9.1, even in the 
case card eo (E)) = 1, can be viewed as a purely descriptive set theoretic ver- 
sion of Dye's Theorem (which of course was one of the key ingredients in its 
proof). Indeed, given E, F, ,u, v as in Dye's Theorem 9.4, let by the Ergodic 
Decomposition 9.5 XO C X, Yo C Y be invariant Borel sets of measure 1 for 
the corresponding measures, such that ,u is the only E-invariant measure with 
ft(Xo) = 1 and similarly for Yo, v . Of course we can also assume that E [ Xo, 
F [ YO are aperiodic. Thus, by 9.1, E L Xo _ F L YO. But any isomorphism 
must send ,u to v by the uniqueness of these measures, so we have recovered 
Dye's Theorem. 

10. AN EXAMPLE-LIPSCHITZ AUTOMORPHISMS OF 2N 

In order to illustrate some of the ideas involved in ?9, we will analyze a class 
of examples of hyperfinite Borel equivalence relations, namely those induced by 
Lipschitz automorphisms of 2N. 

As usual, 2n denotes the set of binary sequences of length n. Given permu- 
tations 7r, p of 2n, 2'n resp. with n < m, we write 7r < p if 

p(s) r n =7r(s L n) 

for any s E 2m. If 7rI < 7r2 < 7r3 < , where 7Zn is a permutation of 2n, 
then f: 2N -, 2N given by f(x) = Unz 'n (x [ n) is a homemorphism of 2N. 

(Note that 7Zn is uniquely determined by f.) These are called the Lipschitz 
automorphisms of 2N. 

We will analyze a Lipschitz automorphism f in terms of its orbit tree Tf. 
Given n and an orbit a of 7in on 2n , say a = {s1, ... , Sk} with 7rn(Si) = Si+i 
if i < k and lrn(Sk) = s1, we say that an orbit v of 7rn+l on 2n+1, say 

= I{s' ...s' }, extends a if s' L n E a for i = 1 m. Then it is easy 
to check that either a has one extension &' of twice the size of a or else a 
has two extensions &v, cv" of the same size as &. (In particular, every orbit 
a has size a power of 2.) The tree Tf is the tree consisting of the orbits (of 
the irn 's), where the children of each orbit of 2n are its extensions in 2n+1 . 
More precisely, Tf has a root (by convention). The children of the root are the 
(1 or 2) orbits of 21 . The children of each one of these are the (1 or 2) orbits 
of 22 extending it, etc. We denote by [Tf] the set of all infinite paths through 
Tf, i.e., a E [Tf] iff a = &(" 2, ...) where 6n is an orbit in 2n and &n+I 
extends n . 

Given any x E 2N, denote by ax the unique a E [Tf] for which x [ n E 
ax(n), Vn > 1 . Finally, for each a E [Tf], let 

Xa = X := {x E 2N: ax = a}. 

Note that Xa is invariant under f. There are two possibilities for each Xa 
(1) From some point on, say no, the orbits a(n) have two extensions, so 

card(a(n)) = card(a(n + 1)) for n > no. Say card(a(no)) = 2m0. Then 
card(Xa) = 2mo and Xa is a finite orbit of f. 

(2) For infinitely many n, a(n) has only one extension, a(n + 1); thus in 
particular card(a(n + 1)) = 2card(a(n)) . Then Xa is a perfect set. 

In case (1), denote by Ua = a4 the unique f-invariant probability measure 
living on Xa. We claim that in case (2) there is also a unique f-invariant 
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probability measure on Xa which we also denote by ua = f4: Indeed, let 
Ta be the tree of the closed set Xa, i.e. {s E 2n: n E N, s E a(n)}. If 
S E Ta n 2n, define ua(Ns) = 2-P, where p = card(a(n)) and Ns = {x E 
2N: x L n = s}. For s V Ta, let lua(Ns) = 0. Since clearly we have that 
ia(Ns) = ja(Ns 0) + jta(Ns%) , this defines a probability measure on 2N. It is 
clearly f-invariant and easily unique. 

Now put for each x E 2N, ex = ef:= vaQx 
Proposition 10.1. The map x I * ex is an ergodic decomposition for Ef (= the 
equivalence relation induced by f) whose components are the sets Xe Xa, 
where /-a = e. 

Proof. We have to verify the properties stated in 9.5. First we will check that 
x ~-+ ex is surjective. 

Let e E F (Ef ) . For each orbit a of some 2n, let N& = Us,c Ns . Thus N& 
is an f-invariant clopen set, so e(N&) = 0 or 1. So e determines a unique path 
a E [Tf] with e(Na(n)) = 1, Vn. Since Xa = nn Na(n), we have e(Xa) = 1, so 
e = Ia 

Clearly (1), (2) of 9.5 hold. We want now to verify (3). So let ,u be f- 
invariant, A C 2N Borel. We want to show ,u(A) = f ,uax (A) dyu(x) . For that it 
is enough to show that y4(Ns) = If/Lax (Ns) d,u(x) for each s E 2n, n E N. Now 
s belongs to a unique orbit a of 2n . So clearly 

card(')' 

Also 

J /ax(Ns) dy (x) = ax(Ns) du(x) 

= f card(7)-' d,u(x) = #(N) ? 
JN~~~~ ~card(&)') 

Let us denote now by Cf (2n) the cardinality of the set {a E [Tf ]: card(Xa) = 
2n} and by Cf(oo) the cardinality of the set {a e [Tf]: Xa is perfect}. Finally, 
for any two Borel automorphisms f, g on standard Borel spaces X, Y resp., 
let f g iff there is a Borel bijection ir: X -- Y such that 7r o f = g o 7r. We 
now have: 

Theorem 10.2. Let f, g be Lipschitz automorphsims of 2N . Then the following 
are equivalent: 

(1) f g; 
(2) Ef- Eg; 
(3) Cf(2n) = Cg(2n), Cf(oo) = Cg(oo) for all n; 
(4) f, g have the same cardinality of finite orbits of any given size and the 

same cardinalitv of nonatomic, ergodic, invariant probability measures. 
Proof. By 10.1, (3), (4) are equivalent. Clearly (1) =u (2) =* (4). We prove 
now that (3) =-* (1) . 

Let Pf, Pg be the sets of periodic points for f, g resp. These are Borel 
invariant sets and by (3) f [ Pf _ g r Pg. Since Kf := {a E [Tf]: X{ 
is perfect} and Kg are Borel and have the same cardinality, there is a Borel 
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bijection a |-> a' between them. It is thus enough to find, in a uniform Borel 
way from a, a Borel isomorphism of f X xf with g Xi,. 

Fix no, n' such that card(a(no)) = card(a'(n')) = 2. Let also rn , Pn be 
the permutations of 2n determining f, g resp. Let no < n < n2< ... be the 
numbers for which card(a(nk)) = 2k+1 for the first time, and similarly n' < 
n< < for a'. By induction we can then easily define bijections Tk: a(nk) 
a'(nk) such that Tk ? = fhp n7k ?k and Ti(s) [ k = Tk(s I k) for / > k , 
s E 21. Then the map x + Uk Tk(x [ nk) is a Borel isomorphism of f [ f 
and g [ Xa, . E1 

In the preceding result, one actually obtains a classification of Lipschitz au- 
tomorphisms themselves up to Borel isomorphisms. The general problem of 
classifying arbitrary Borel automorphisms up to Borel isomorphism is open 
(see, e.g., Weiss [W2]). 

It is clear that Eo = Ef, "except on eventually constant sequences," where f 
has an orbit tree of the form o--o , i.e., every orbit has only one extension. 
It is easy to construct orbit trees of aperiodic f, which have any prescribed car- 
dinality Cf (oo) E { 1, 2, ... ., k%, 2Ro}, and thus represent any noncompressible, 
aperiodic, nonsmooth hyperfinite E up to Borel isomorphismii by such an Ef . 

1 1. MISCELLANEA 

We would like to collect here various remarks related to the results in this 
paper and other work in the literature. 

(1) Let E be a hyperfinite Borel equivalence relation on X and ,I E e'o (E) . 
Then it is well known (see e.g. Weiss [WI, p. 93] or Schmidt [SI, 8.15]) that 
there is v E effo(Eo) and a Borel isomorphism 7r of E [ Xo, Eo Yo where 
XO, Yo are invariant Borel sets with ft(X0) = v(YO) =1, such that 7rjt = v . 

This can also be seen as follows: If there is ,u' ,u with ,u' E gJo(E), then 
we are done by Dye's Theorem. Otherwise, by the Hopf Theorem (see, e.g., 
[Fr, 3.2]), there is Borel E-invariant X0 of ,u-measure 1 on which E L Xo is 
compressible. Then, by Theorem 7.1 and Proposition 2.3, E Xo - Eo [ Yo, 
where Y0 is an E0-invariant Borel subset of 2N . If oz is the Borel isornorphism, 
put v = 7rj . 

(2) If G is a countable group and g - x a Borel action of G on a standard 
Borel space X, we say that the action is free if Vx E XVg E G(g $& 1 =X g -x 
x) . 

There are countable Borel E which cannot be represented as EG for a free 
action of a countable group G; see Adams [A]. However, it is not known 
whether, for any countable Borel E and any ,I E e'o(E), we can write E L 
X = EG for a free Borel action of a group G on a Borel invariant set X with 
,u(X) = 1 (ergodicity of ,u is important here by the example in [A]). We also 
do not know whether any compressible countable Borel equivalence relation can 
be represented as EG for a free action of a countable group G. Also, even if a 
compressible E can be so represented, it is not clear for what countable groups 
G we can write E as EG for a free action of G. Here is one relevant fact 
(whose proof uses an argument due to Mackey). 

Proposition 11.1. Let E be a compressible countable Borel equivalence relation. 
If E = EG for a free Borel action of a group G and G c H (H countable), 
then E = EH for a free Borel action of H. 
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Proof. On the space X x H consider the following action of G: 

g * (x, h) = (g * x, gh). 

Denote by -G the corresponding equivalence relation. Note that (x, h) 4 h 
is injective in each -G-equivalence class, so -G is smooth and thus we can 
consider (X x H)/ jG as a standard Borel space. Consider then the following 
action of H on (X x H)/ G: 

f * [(x, h)I'G = [(x, hf')]b-. 

It is easy to check that it is free. Now T(x) = [(x, 1)]LG is injective and 
xEy X T(x) H T(h), where -His the equivalence relation induced by the 
action of H on (X x H)! -G. Thus E C -H so, as E is compressible, 
E Ci -Hand hence E is induced by a free Borel action of H. 0 

In the case where E is compressible hyperfinite, one can actually induce E 
by a free action of an arbitrary infinite group. 

Proposition 11.2. Let E be a compressible hyperfinite Borel equivalence relation. 
Let G be any infinite countable group. Then E is of the form EG for a free 
Borel action of G. 
Proof. Consider E(G, 2) and let X C 2G be the free part of the action of G 
on 2G, i.e., X = {x e 2G:Vg e G(g $ 1 * g-x ?x)}. First it is easy to 
check that X is a dense G3. Since E(G, 2) is generically ergodic (see ?6), 
it follows that E(G, 2) [ X is not smooth, so by 7.1 E a E(G, 2) f X, so 
E ci E(G, 2) r X, thus E can be induced by a free Borel action of G. O 

This fact provides an affirmative answer to a question mentioned in [S2, p. 
16]: Does every countable infinite group have a free, nonsingular, ergodic hy- 
perfinite action? In our terminology, this asks whether for any infinite countable 
G there is a hyperfinite E = EG induced by a free Borel action of G, which 
has an ergodic, quasi-invariant measure. Since the existence of such a measure 
is equivalent to the nonsmoothness of E, this follows from 11.2. 

(3) Our final remarks deal with the concept of a generator for a Borel au- 
tomorphism. Given a standard Borel space X and a Borel automorphism T 
of X, a generator for T is a partition {Ai}Eej of X into Borel sets such that 
{ T"[Ai]}iEI,nEZ generates the Borel sets, i.e., the Borel sets form the smallest 
a-algebra containing Ai and closed under T, T-1. Weiss [W3] has shown 
that every aperiodic T has a countable generator (i.e. I = N) modulo smooth 
sets (i.e., {Tn[AJ} generates the Borel sets modulo smooth sets), and in fact 
{ Tn [Ai]}i EN, nEN suffices (this is sometimes called a strong generator). We can 
prove here (by a different method) the following: 

Proposition 11.3. Let T be a Borel automorphism of a standard Borel space X. 
Then T has a countable generator if T has only countably many finite orbits. 
Proof. If T has a countable generator {Ai}iEN, then the map (o: X -- NZ 
given by 'p(x)(i) = n X* Ti(x) EAn is a Borel injection, and if s is the shift 
on NZ then qv o T = s o ?9. So (0 shows that T is Borel isomorphic to the 
restriction of s onto a Borel invariant subset of Nz. Since s on NZ has only 
countably many finite orbits, so does T. 
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Conversely, assume T has only countably many finite orbits. Let Xo = {x E 
X: the orbit of x is finite}, X1 = X\Xo. Clearly T [ Xo has a countable 
generator. So it is enough to show that T [ X1 has a countable generator. By 
9.3, if E1 = ET[XI, the equivalence relation induced by T on X1, then there 
is a shift-invariant Borel set Y1 C 2z with E1 r E [ Y1, where E = E(Z, 2). 
Note that the shift on 2z (and thus its restriction to Y1) has a 2-generator (i.e., 
a generator with I = 2). It will therefore be enough to prove the following 
lemma. 

Lemma 11.4. Let Z be a standard Borel space and V, U two Borel automor- 
phisms of Z. If V, U induce the same equivalence relation E and U has a 
countable generator, then V has a countable generator. 
Proof. Partition Z into Borel sets {Bi}lEN such that U [ Bi = VN(i) [ Bi and 
U- I Bi = VM(i) Bi, for some N, M: N -* N. Consider a generator {An}nEN 
for U and the countable partition {Ck}kEN = {Bi n An}b,nEN. It is enough to 
show that Uj[An] belongs to the smallest a-algebra a containing all the Ck 
and closed under V, V-1. Without loss of generality, assume j > 0, and 
proceed by induction on j. For j = 0, UO[An] = An = Ui(Bi n An). Assume 
U'[An] = B E 9. Then UJ+ [An] = U[B] = U[Ui(B n Bi)] = Ui U[B nB] = 

Ui VN(i)[B n Bj] = UjIVN(i)[B] n Un VN(i)[Bi n An]] . o 

Note that by the preceding, if T is any aperiodic Borel automorphism, there 
is a Borel automorphism T' generating the same equivalence relation which 
has a 2-generator. As pointed out in Weiss [W3, p. 324], there are aperiodic 
T which have invariant probability measures with no finite generators. But, 
as mentioned in the same paper, it is not known whether every T with no 
invariant probability measures has a 2-generator. 
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